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Dear Neville, 
Many thanks for the comments -very useful as ever. I must read Jonty-wh I 
have 
only skimmedpreviously. Your point about non-racialism and the CP very well 
taken-now that I think about it -it did not really have that much 
substance-we 
could not really be anything but multi-racialists in SA. The key issue we 
werealways nervous about was the structure of Congress wh clearly allowed a 
small CP group to play a dominating role- a multi racial set of congresses 
-camouflaged the control and power relations at work 
Had totally forgotten how tough Contact was on the ANC leadership--something 
else I have to read more about. 
Points about the weak ANC leadership in W Cape v useful in interpreting RVs 
views. 
Will check the Simons agains on the issue of the dissoluition of the CPSA-I 
assume its theirciass and Colour book? · 
I would be delighted to send you drafts of what I write for critical review 
and 
will do so. 
Thanks again 
This was a v v useful note. 
Cheers 
M 

> Dear Magnus, 
> 

> Thanks for bringing me up to date. 
> 

> I had afterthoughts on the RV attitude to the ANC. I think you will find 
> this better recorded in J~n~sbookon Duncan, of whose forceful views 
> this is a~o. 
> 
> Philosophically, it is supposed to derive from the alleged distinction 
> between "non-racialism" as advocated io CONTACT, with which both PD~ . .RV 
> were deeply involved, and the "multi-racialism" of the Congress Alliance. 
> In my view this was, while grounded in an interesting variety of political 
> semantics, in reality little more than a disguise for criticism of 
> institutiionalised CP jnfluence....('liaJ.hfl surr~ates COD, SAIC in 
> p~icutac not to mention SACTlJ). * CONTACT went as far as to regard 
> Luthuli as contemptible and frequently said so; whereas of course, the 
> critique relating to absence of leadership jusLignores the q, 1alif¥ at the 
> top rank (Luthuli, Mathews, Sisulu. NQ,kwe, Mandela Iambo)kt al~he 
> l~ser liights. 
> 
> One element of truth in the whole thing arises from the very poor quality 
> of W.Cape ANC leadership, and its weak following ~e certain CT 
> townships and industrialising towns such as Paarl & Worcester. Equally, 
> there was the rather dismal showing made by the CPC - themselves pressed 
> from the right by the conservatives of the v.d. Ross variety, from the 



left 
> by the NEUM of Kies etc - and their leadership (La Guma, September). 
> 

> You did say in one or other email that would be an opportunity for a 
> pre-view of your lectures. Does this still hold? 
> 

> Yours, 
> 

> Neville 
> 

> * An interesting gloss on this is the fact that the racial composition of 
> the "alliance" was in fact facilitated by the demise of the CPSA, itself 
> always non-racial in the Duncan sense. If my memory serves me right, this 
> is dealt with by J,;1ck & Ray Simons jn their book, where they record 
> disagreement over the racial categorisation of the components. S~TU, 
> founded by Ray and the 'baby' of both, was of course 'non-racial'. 


